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Use this area to briefly

(1-2 paragraphs only)

outline the burden of the

problem to be examined

With 2.2 million people in prisons and jails, the US incarcerates more people than any other

nation (1). The number of incarcerated individuals has risen steadily since the 1970s, which

can be attributed to the war on drugs and long mandatory minimum sentences. These

practices increased both the absolute number of incarcerated persons and, over time,

contributed to the aging of the incarcerated population as individuals served longer terms.

This aging prison population bears a significant burden of medical and mental illness (2).

There is a growing body of literature that documents the health needs of the incarcerated

population, but the focus of this has been primarily non-surgical problems, including

infectious disease such as HIV and hepatitis, and the chronic medical issues including

diabetes and hypertension. Substantial obstacles exist to assessing both the incidence and

outcomes of surgical care amongst incarcerated persons. No national database consistently

or completely tracks incarceration as a patient characteristic. Medical data collected by

individual correctional facilities or state systems are often unavailable publicly. Furthermore,

government surveys of prisoners’ medical needs take place infrequently and often omit

questions related to surgical care. Surveys focused on healthcare utilization cannot

document which surgical services are available to and used by prisoners as most surgical

care was delivered outside the prison setting. In recent years, it has become clear that

providing health care to the large incarcerated population challenges both the health care

and criminal justice system. The challenge of delivering surgical care, which is relatively high

in cost and requires extensive coordinated efforts between correctional facilities and health

care facilities, is emblematic. Despite this, very little literature describes the burden of

surgical of acute surgical disease amongst incarcerated persons in the US. A recent small

cohort study using medical examiner records in Florida reported 25% of all deaths over the

study period were secondary to surgical- or trauma-associated conditions, and only 33% of

those deceased received surgical care, establishing a significant burden of surgical disease

and raising concerns over access to surgical care (3).

To address this knowledge gap, we propose a multi-institutional study to describe the burden

of acute surgical conditions in incarcerated patients who present to hospitals in the United

States. Data on this population is unobtainable from national and most institutional

databases, as incarceration is not distinguished as a variable. At an institutional level, the

retrospective identification of prisoners is not comprehensive, and method of identification

varies by center. Identification of incarcerated persons is best achieved in a prospective

manner. The primary goal of this projects is to describe the epidemiology of acute surgical

conditions of prisoners who receive surgical care outside of the prison system to determine if

there are unique surgical needs for this population. This can then inform surgical resource

allocation and improve training relative to caring for incarcerated patients.

Primary aim
Describe the burden of acute surgical conditions (emergency general surgery and trauma)

among incarcerated people across several institutions



Secondary aims

Calculate in-hospital mortality, rate of complications, and rate of readmission in this

population and compare these to rates those associated with acute surgical conditions

reported in the National Inpatient Sample (4).

Determine primary payor mix for surgical care, in part to determine if payor is a valid manner

to identify incarcerated patients at different centers.

Determine resources required to treat these patients including surgical and critical care

resources along with consulting teams.

Inclusion Criteria

All adult patients (age =16 years) who present to the hospital from a correctional facility (jail

or federal or state prison) and are evaluated by a surgical team for an acute surgical or

traumatic condition. Patients transferred from another hospital are eligible if they originally

presented from a correctional facility. Patients who are evaluated by the surgical team in the

emergency department but who are not admitted are included in the study.

Exclusion Criteria
Patients evaluated by the surgical team who are determined not to have any surgical

condition.

Therapeutic

Interventions
None

Primary Outcome

Care provided by the surgical team, including number and type of surgical procedures as

well as non-operative management of surgical conditions and complications

Secondary Outcomes

Rate of admission after ED evaluation

Hospital length of stay

Hospital mortality

ICU length of stay

Rate of individual complications

Hospital re-admission



List specific variables to

be collected & analyzed

Demographics (Age, gender, race, BMI)

Comorbid conditions

Injury mechanism and severity (ISS, AIS, MOI, GCS)

Disposition (from ED, from hospital)

Services involved in patient’s care (Admitting, consulting services)

Location prior to presentation and temporal relationship of onset of injury/symptoms to

presentation

Surgical and procedural interventions

Outcomes (HLOS, ICULOS, complications)

Primary payor

Follow-up and readmission

(Please see data dictionary and data collection tool)

Outline the data

collection plan and

statistical analysis plan

succinctly

Incarcerated patients will be identified prospectively. Standardized data will be collected at

each center for one year following inclusion into the study using the attached data collection

tool. All data will be entered into RedCap. Descriptive statistics will be calculated for

categorical and continuous variables. Continuous variables will be examined using Student’s

t-test and chi-squared test will be utilized for categorical variables. Multivariable logistic

regression will be used to identify any predictors of secondary outcomes.

Outline consent

procedures here, if

applicable

We request a waiver of consent given its epidemiologic and outcomes focus with minimal

risk to participants. The incarcerated population is considered a vulnerable group, and

research on this population is subject to special provisions from Internal Review Board. The

IRB at UNC has approved retrospective review of this data in this population previously, and

has provisionally approved prospective identification of incarcerated persons. Given the

burden associated with the high number of individuals expected to be included in the study,

we anticipate a waiver of consent to be granted.

Succinctly outline a

risk/benefit analysis

There is minimal risk to participants and no individual benefit by participating. While this

study will prospectively identify patients, only routinely captured medical information will be

collected, and thus informed consent can be waived. No individual identifiers or hospital

identifiers will be obtained other than level of trauma center designation.
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